
Dear Hal, 	 8/23/95 

Thalks very much for\ 	nd 0/21 d all those many enclosures. I've thumbed throug4 

them and will later read a_n i. file them as I can. I do want tp note one of the plagues we 

suffer, though. The last in tha • fat otack is a Jack White ert4e that seems to be 

bosed on the Cakebread nonsense of the bullet not having only four lands and groves. I 

he4d it in my hand and it toes. althat kind of crazy, irresponsible theorizing does 

much h'rm and confuses many people, That in the kind of thing that can be checked and 

does not have to be theorized about. 

Thanks much for the plug on your show. When you speak t..- (teary please also thank him.  

for me. I am fokettiug more lately and may forget by the time I write him again. Although 

I send him some things and a letter this morning and several others recently. 

I acs a bit more pressed for time now because for•most of four days I was not 

ale to do much work and for longer not much writing.Two dear friends you do not know, 

Drs. Perry Ginocchio,/Wofford College, and Dr. Aennis MadDhnald, tett= St. Anselm's, 
AteeclitirefrOt 

yorec joint paper at a sociologist's confab in DC the end of last week and then came 

up. Their paper, which they plan to enlarge into a book, was on the institutional 

failures in the JFK case. Then Lil got a painful attack of what the doctors now be-

Move is diverticulitis, so I'vd been more or less of a nurse. She wan sot-T—Mweak I 

feared she might fall and I'm so feeble I feared I'd not be able to prevent that. 6o 

Dennis and Ids wife provi ded support Yesterday morning, delajsing their return for that. 

Fine people. Lil is improving but is and for a time will be on a restricted diet. Both 

men were Dave Wrone' students as undergraduates at a different time and became fiends 

in graduate school. 

If Dave is going to COPA he did not tell me of it. But if he is near here he 

will not have to be persuaded to come. We are very close friends and have been for 

years. He in fact retyped NEVER AGAIN! for me. I did not know until he sent me the first 

chapters retyped. What a great favfr that was!!! 

I like Aguilar very much although we've never met. I do Not expect him if he 

is at 000A. Last time several fine people did come up and 1  'war fro) them every once 

in a while. Hy fear for him is that becadt there is so much he doesAot know he can 

jump to what seem to be reasonable conclustons when they are not and thus damage his rep. 

His 'living seems to be good common sense. But it will probably take much of his time 

getting ready and getting straightened out after the move. Re's phoned me from time to 

tiL.r• between home mud htepitil. One timr a retired FBI SA who is a fan and has become 

a friend was here. The conversation rather blew his mind. (nary was en route to surgery 

and while both driving and speaking and listening he also turned the pages of a book! 

Thanks also for writing PW. If you get a reply I'm interested! 

Last evening Lonnie Hudkins, who has been a friend for years and used to 

visit us when he was on the Balt. American phoned to tell me that he has proofs of 
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Livingstone's K011ing Kennedy. e says it is a frightful, disorganied, irrational mess 

due in October. C & G would go to thatk:pense but I've no indication that they ssent any 

review copies of any of mine they publshod, ever. And on NA! I've asked them and Gallen 

six times for copies I said I'd pay for without response. But the mail and calls I get 

on NA! and still on Case Open aro the best ever. 

That was Rather being gather. I do not look at any of those shpws and that 

silliness I'd not heard reported. With his income, to say nothing of his wealth, he has 

to make car payments? Oe pRpn.,,nts on a mortgage? The man has no shame. 

I'de spoken to l'ebra Crouch in the past. She seems to be a nice person. Thanks 

for telling rio she Aght call about those redeations in the trancripts I do not identify 

from what you said. But be aware that some of those were disclosed several years ago. 

In t!inldng and writing about the shots may I suggest that you refer to them 

as those officially acknowledged because there may well have been earlier and later 

shots of which we do not know as for example if a silencer had been used. We know there 

were more than three in any event. 

I've nevr met Randy Mbertson but I've been favorably impressed by his work 

that 1 know of. I'te suggested to him how he can .aid to it. 

I've peen expecting to hoar that a p_virigstone diatribe against me once he 

read /tuna?. ACLU! and realised that it Toes to his concoctions appeared in The Investi-

gator. or The Fourth Decade bid I guess it has not yet. lid kneg if you see it, that 

I'wroto /MU AGAIN ! in 092, which Tuts before his personal billing thc.,  Truth was out, 

so despite what he says I did not have h im in mind in what I said about the back of the 

bead not being blown out. 	the way, Lonnie says that in his coming drek he has Z as 

one of those who allegedly toyed with his film! 

I've not heard from a single tall: show about the book. Not that I expected to. 

But I'll be surprised if not one had been told about it by a listener. 
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